
The armband worn by those acting as temporary Feldgendarmen, machine woven version.

Armband worn by Military Police acting as traffic controllers, printed version.

Shoulder straps worn by Feldgendarmerie non-commissioned ranks. From Left to Right: Schutz (Private), Unteroffizier, Feldwebel,



Oberfeldwebel.

Feldgendarmerie shoulder straps. From Left to Right: Fahnenjunkeroberfeldwebel (senior Officer candidate), Feldwebel of the
Grossdeutschland Division, Unteroffizier for tropical uniform.

Feldgendarmerie junior officers shoulder straps. From Left to Right: Leutnant, Oberleutnant, Hauptmann.



Senior officer’s shoulder straps. From Left to Right: Major, Oberstleutnant, Oberst.

Feldgendarmerie collar tabs. From Left to Right from top: Lower ranks parade tunic, lower ranks field blouse, officer parade tunic,
officer field blouse, late pattern woven officers.



Feldgendarmerie sleeve eagle for lower ranks (left) and officers (right).

Standard pattern Feldgendarmerie sleeve eagle (left) and variant with three wing segments (right).

Aluminium thread hand embroidered variants of the Feldgendarmerie cufftitle.

The three known woven variants of original wartime Feldgendarmerie cufftitles. All are similar though minor detail differences may be
seen on close examination.



The reverse faces of the machine woven bands show very different manufacturing techniques.

The Feldgendarmerie gorget as worn by Feldgendarmen of the Heer, Waffen-SS and many Luftwaffe units. The buttons, eagle and
lettering are luminous. This example, by the Assmann firm has a dark grey finish.



A further example of the Feldgendarmerie gorget, by the Maedicke firm of Berlin has the more typical silvered finish.

Reverse of the Feldgendarmerie gorget. The central prong was slotted into the tunic buttonhole to prevent it from swinging around
when the wearer moved.



The exceptionally rare variant of the gorget worn by Feldgendarmerie in the Grossdeutschland Division. One of only a handful known
to still exist.

Feldgendarmerie officer’s orange piped visor cap by the well-known firm of Clemens Wagner.



Visor cap for enlisted and NCO ranks of the Feldgendarmerie distinguished by the use of a leather chinstrap rather than aluminium
thread cords.



Officer’s tunic for a Leutnant of Feldgendarmerie.



NCO field blouse for an Oberfeldwebel of Feldgendarmerie.

Gorget worn by members of patrol groups from the local military headquarters or Kommandantur. (Firma Helmut Weitze, Photo by
Christoph Schultz)



Armband worn by members of the Bahnhofswache prior to the introduction of the gorget.

Bahnhofswache gorget. The Roman numeral is the Wehrkreis or Military District number. (Firma Helmut Weitze, Photo by
Christoph Schultz)



Gorget worn by members of the Zugwache. The numerals in the centre represent the Abteilung number.



Zugwache Ausweis for a member of Zugwachabteilung 507 serving on the Eastern Front.



The Zugwache Ausweis details the authority of the bearer and includes an extract from the German Military Penal Code.

Rare tropical issue field cap with Feldgendarmerie orange-red soutache over the national cockade. (David Bunch)



At left is a shoulder strap for a Feldpolizeiinspektor of the Geheimefeldpolizei. At right is a strap for an army Justice Official with the
rank of Heeresjustizinspektor. Both feature the same light blue underlay but note that the GFP strap also has a thin blue cord between
the braid, as opposed to a dark green cord for the Justice official.



The collar patch for junior GFP Officers also featured light blue centres to the collar ‘Litzen’ and piping around the rear, top and bottom
edges, but not to the front. (Courtesy Lundström Collection)

from left to right: Shoulder strap for Stabsfeldwebel of Feldgendarmerie attached to the GFP, shoulder strap for Feldpolizeidirektor
of GFP and collar tab for senior ranks in the GFP. Feldpolizeidirektor strap. (Courtesy Peter Whamond/Collectors Guild)

The cufftitle authorised and manufactured for the GFP, but probably never worn.



Extremely rare original tunic for a Feldpolizeiobersekretär of the Geheime Feldpolizei. (Brecht Schotte)



Collar patch and shoulder strap for Feldpolizeidirektor of Luftwaffe GFP.



Shoulder straps for an Unterfeldwebel of Luftwaffe Feldgendarmerie, post June 1943.

Shoulder straps for a Luftwaffe Hauptmann of Feldgendarmeriue, post June 1943.



Luftwaffe Feldgendarmerie gorget. (George Petersen)

Shoulder straps as worn by a Luftwaffe Leutnant of Feldgendarmerie, pre-June 1943 with light blue underlay.



Collar patch and shoulder strap for a Feldpolizeikomissar of Luftwaffe GFP.

An original gorget of the Feldjägerkorps. (Bill Shea)



One of the two known designs of armband worn by the Feldjäger.

Machine woven cufftitle worn by the SS-Feldgendarmerie from 1942–1944.

Shoulder straps for a Schutze and Unterscharführer of SS-Feldgendarmerie. Schutze strap. (Courtesy Peter Whamond/ Collectors
Guild)



Tunic of an SS-Feldgendarmerie Sturmmann of the 3rd SS-Panzer Division Totenkopf. (Courtesy of Willi Schumacher)



Shoulder straps for a Feldwebel of MKP.

Wasserschutzpolizei pattern shoulder straps for a Revier-Oberwachtmeister.



A pre-war Ausweis for a naval NCO serving as a military policeman.

Marineküstenpolizei cufftitle.



Gorget of the Marineküstenpolizei

Police pattern sleeve eagles in embroidered and machine woven form as worn by the MKP.



Naval pattern visor cap with WSP insignia as worn by MKP NCOs during the transitional period before the use of full Kriegsmarine
insignia.
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